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GENERAL TERMS OF INTERNET TRADE 
1. BASIC RULES 

 These general terms and conditions govern the mutual obligations, rights and 
responsibilities relating to the Internet trade - purchase of goods / products and 
services (hereinafter: the Internet store or Webshop) of the SmartWay d.o.o. 

2. DEFINITIONS 

 In these general terms, the following "Definitions" have the meanings 
assigned to them unless the context otherwise requires: 

"Buyer" means a site visitor who can make purchases of goods / products and 
services. 

"Seller" means the company SmartWay d.o.o., Glavna 23, 40313 Sveti Martin na 
Muri, VAT: HR94221886720, registered in the court register of the Commercial 
Court of Varaždin, Tt-15/1104-4, MBS: 04373502. 

Contact info:  

Phone: 00 385 95 469 0513 
e-mail: info@smartway.com.hr 

Official Contact Information for Personal Data Protection Officer: 

Phone: 00 385 95 469 0513 
e-mail: zastitapodataka@smartway.com.hr 

 A buyer who buys through this Internet store can only be a adult person and 
a company allowed by legislation as a legal entity that operates properly. 

 Respondent means a physical person whose data is collected and processed. 

 Data controller: SmartWay d.o.o. 

 The Webshop allows you to purchase merchandise from the offer - a vendor's 
range of design lamps (hereinafter: the product) through the Internet store on the 
vendor's website. 

Prior to the realization of the purchase, the buyer / respondent is referred: 

mailto:info@smartway.com.hr
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- to get acquainted with the seller's notices / instructions prominent on the 

website regarding processing and protection of personal data (privacy 
protection) 

 The buyer can realize the purchase only by prior approval of the processing 
/ use of the personal data necessary for the realization of the purchase (rights and 
obligations of the buyer) that is displayed on the website.  

 After giving a special approval of the use of personal data, using the Internet 
Store, the Customer is considered to have complied/ accepted these General Terms 
and Conditions of Use and Business for Internet Commerce. 

 Preliminary Notices (Information) and General Terms are subject to change 
at any time. Therefore, every time you visit an Internet store you need to get 
familiar with the notices and terms of use and business. 

 These general terms and conditions regarding the processing of personal data 
are an integral part of a consumer / sales contract which, in accordance with the 
law, is considered a contract concluded remotely. 

 The language of communication on the vendor's website 
https://www.smartway.com.hr/ is Croatian and English. 

3. LIMITATIONS OF USE 

The buyer agrees: 

- not to add or distribute content that is in contradiction with legal 
regulations, content that violates other rights and interests, as well as 
threatening, vulgar, pornographic and similar content. The Service 
Provider / Seller has the right to prevent access to users on websites 
where activities are being carried out oppose to these General Terms of 
Use and is not responsible for such action, 

- not to violate intellectual property rights, and will not reproduce, 
distribute, or otherwise use, any data or information published on a 
website except for personal purposes respecting the copyright and other 
rights of any service provider or third party. 

 By using the contents of this Website, the Buyer accepts all risks that acure 
from such use and accepts the use of the Website / Webshop Content for personal 
use and at its sole discretion. 

https://www.smartway.com.hr/
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  The Seller does not guarantee the accuracy, authenticity or reliability of any 
information and data stored on the Website if and when the data is downloaded 
from another source. 

 The Seller will not be liable for any possible consequences resulting from 
inaccessibility of the Website for technical reasons or disruption of the Internet 
connection while using the Webshop and will not be liable for any charges for the 
use of computer equipment and telecommunications providers for access to the 
Website and the Internet Store. 

 If other advertisers are on the web site, they are responsible for these 
advertising content and the seller is not responsible for the errors and irregularities 
of these promotional materials. 

 The vendor's website may refer the buyer to other links that are outside the 
seller's control and the user agrees to them at their own risk. Seller is not responsible 
for content on these sites. 

4. PRIVACY PROTECTION 

 The Seller will take measures to protect and secure the personal data of the 
Buyer and will collect and process only the essential, basic information that is 
essential for the purpose to which they were collected. 

 All user and customer information is strictly kept and available only to those 
who are in managment of Smartway or on legal basis. 

 The Buyer refers as stated in the General Terms and Conditions to be 
informed (Information / Instructions) prior to the purchase of the personal data 
protection and the rights of the buyer and of the use / processing of the information 
necessary for the realization of the purchases that are displayed on the web seller  

/ process manager site. The buyer may at any time withdraw approval / consent in 
which case the buyer's data processing will cease. 

 The Seller will not distribute customer information or include buyers in 
marketing projects or campaigns without the permission of the buyer. 

 The Seller will take all measures to prevent identity theft and report any 
suspicion or any attempt to the competent authorities. In case someone suspects  
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that their data has been stolen, the buyer may at any time check what personal 
information the Seller collects and how they know it. In case of suspected identity 
theft, the Seller may take all possible verifications during the purchase, all with the 
aim of preventing fraudulent practices. 

  Notice of monthly promotions and advertising electronic messages, 
newsletters and vendor notices with a clearly marked sender will be sent to the 
customer only if he has explicitly granted it. 

 If the buyer no longer wants to receive these messages, offers and notices, 
at any time the buyer has the option to withdraw his / her consent. 

 The Seller will provide customers with access to their personal information to 
ensure that the personal information is accurate, complete and up-to-date. 

 After the purchase and delivery of the goods, personal data is kept only as 
long as is necessary on a legal basis or for the duration of the deadlines required in 
the event of any  

complaints, reclamations, termination of the contract and any other prescribed 
procedures and duration of the product warranty, repairs and there after will be 
permanently deleted. 

 If there is no realization of the purchase, all customer's personal data will be 
deleted. 

 Privacy Notice / Privacy Guidelines as well as Consents, constitute an integral 
part of these General Terms and Conditions of Sale or Use of Internet Marketing. 

5. NOTIFICATION ON THE METHOD OF SUBMITTING CONSUMER OBJECTION 

The Buyer has the right, in accordance with the Consumer Protection Act, to 
send the seller a written objection in the following way: 

- By the mail to the address: SmartWay d.o.o., Glavna 23, Sveti Martin na 
Muri HR-40313, Croatia 

- By the electronic mail to the e-mail address: info@smartway.com.hr 
- Directly in the seller's headquarters 

 The Seller will respond in writing to the consumer objection within 15 days of 
the receipt of the objection. The seller will keep a record of the objections made in 
accordance with the Consumer Protection Act. 

mailto:info@smartway.com.hr
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  The buyer can always contact the seller with inquiries, suggestions, proposals 
through the indicated telephone numbers and addresses. 

 The instruction on filing the objection is also highlighted on the vendor's 
website in addition to the informative objection form that the buyer can use to send 
the objection. 

6. THE ORDER 

 The customer orders the product electronically, after selection based on 
image and basic product information on the website. The pictures are illustrative 
nature and can not match all details of the presently available product. 

 By clicking on "add to cart" the selected product is stored in the shopping 
cart. The procedure is repeated until the selection ends. Clicking on the „view cart“, 
displays the contents of the cart that can be changed or removed from the cart. 
Upon completion of the election, it is clicked "Proceed to checkout", after which the 
Buyer should fill in the fields required for delivery and make sure that the checkmark 
matches the General Terms and Conditions of the Internet Store and the Privacy 
Statement. By clicking on "Place order" the buyer will receive a order confirmation 
on the sent e-mail address with payment information. The buyer has a 3 day 
deadline to make a payment, otherwise the order will be canceled. After the 
payment has been made, the buyer is required to send a payment confirmation to 
the email address from which he has received the order confirmation, after which 
he will receive a certificate of successful order. 

  The order is finished and a contract concluded when the buyer passes the 
entire billing process and has given a consent regarding the use of personal data, 
and a receipt of the successfully received order is sent by the Seller by electronic 
means to the Buyer. 

 After a successful order has been made, the Seller moves to produce the 
product for up to 7 days. 

 The seller is not responsible for the costs the Customer has for browsing and 
searching the website (phone, data traffic, etc.) or for any other costs that may 
arise when ordering or browsing or searching the web site. 
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7. PRICES 

 Highlited prices are included with VAT and wholesale prices without VAT. 
Product prices are shown in the Croatian national currency - KUNA (HRK) and the 
European Union currency - EURO (€). 

 The offer shows the selected goods without the cost of the delivery paid by 
the buyer, and this all makes the total cost of which the bill is shown in the billing 
procedure. 

 The Seller reserves the right to change the price. Prices can be changed 
without prior notice until the time of the order or the time of the contract. 

 Highlighted prices are valid for viral payment. 

  The buyer commits to pay the ordered products to Seller through viral 
payment. 

 Until the products are not fully paid from the confirmed order, the product 
remains the property of the seller regardless of whether they have already been 
delivered to the buyer. In the case of non-payment or incomplete payment, the 
seller has the right to request the return of  

the product in which case the products must not be used, damaged and are to be 
returned in the condition they were received. 

8.  DELIVERY 

 Upon receipt of the payment confirmation, the seller agrees to deliver the 
purchased product to the buyer as soon as possible. 

 The Seller is not responsible for the inability to deliver within the stated 
deadlines if the buyer wasn't present at the delivery address he has provided, in 
which case the contact number will be left. 

 Delivery can also be made to an adult person - a household member and an 
authorized person or a company's office, with the presentation of a personal 
identification document. 

 By signing the Courier Delivery Document, it is regarded that the Customer 
has taken over the Product. 
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  Delivery time for Croatia is 10 days and 17 days for Europe. 

 The delivery cost is indicated for each order separately in the billing process 
and is defined by the delivery address. 

 In the event of a refusal to receive the goods for no valid reason, the seller is 
entitled to claim a refund of all incurred costs. 

 In the event of a refusal to receive the goods for no justified reason, the seller 
is entitled to claim refound for all incurred costs. 

 The seller performs delivery on the territory of Croatia and Europe. 

9. NOTIFICATION ABOUT THE BUYER'S RIGHT TO UNILATERAL 
TERMINATION OF THE CONTRACT 

 In accordance with the Consumer Protection Act, the Customer may 
unilaterally terminate a contract concluded in the Internet store (a distance contract) 
without giving reasons within 14 days from the date on which the customer or a 
third party that is designated by the  

customer and who is not the carrier, was delivered to possession (supplied) of the 
product. If more than one consignment is delivered at a different time, the time limit 
is calculated from the last shipment. If a regular delivery is contracted for a certain 
period, the time limit is calculated from the first consignment of the goods or 
products. 

 In order for the buyer to exercise the right to unilaterally terminate the 
contract, the buyer must notify the seller of his decision to unilaterally terminate 
the contract before the expiration of the 14-day deadline, with an unambiguous 
statement that he terminates the contract, sent by electronic mail or can send it by 
mail or he may use the enclosed copy of the informative form of the unilateral 
termination of the contract stipulated by the Minister of Economy within the 
Ordinance on the content and form of information on the right of consumers to 
unilaterally terminate the contract. A copy of the one-sided contract termination 
form on the vendor's web site may be filled out by the buyer / consumer and sent 
to the seller. 

 The confirmation receipt of the notice of a single termination of the contract 
shall be delivered to the buyer without delay, by electronic mail or on a durable  
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medium. If the customer unilaterally terminates the contract, he / she will receive 
the refund of the amount paid, including the delivery costs. If the buyer has chosen 
another delivery type and which is not the cheapest standard delivery offered by 
the seller, a portion of the delivery costs will not be returned. 

 Seller will make a refund no later than 14 days after the seller has received a 
customer's statement about the unilateral termination of the contract under 
condition that the customer has returned the product. Refund of money will be 
executed in the same way that the buyer made the payment. In the case of any 
other way of refunding, the customer will not bear any cost in return. 

 Refund may only be made after the product is returned to the seller. 

 If the buyer unilaterally terminates the contract, he or she has to return the 
product undamaged, unused with the packaging, as well with all received 
documentation accompanying the product (invoice and other relevant 
documentation) within 14 days from the day the buyer informed the seller of his 
decision to terminate the contract. In doing so, the buyer is responsible for any 
decreasing value of the goods resulting from the handling of the goods, except for 
what was necessary to determine the nature, characteristics and functionality of 
the goods. 

  It will be considered that the buyer has fulfilled his obligation in time if he / 
she has delivered the goods / product to the seller or the person authorized to 
receive the goods before the expiry of the deadline. 

The seller will inform the customer whether the goods / product will be taken 
over by himself. 

 The cost of returning the goods is submited by customer himself. 

 The returning product must not be used. 

 All information on the return of goods / products and money can be obtained 
on the phone nr. 00 385 95 469 0513. 

 When a consumer / buyer has no right to unilaterally terminate a contract in 
accordance with the Consumer Protection Act, is determined by the provision of 
that Act. 
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10. RECLAMATION 

 The buyer has the right to the goods reclamation, in accordance with legal 
terms and deadlines. 

 If a buyer was delivered a product that he has not ordered or if the product 
is damaged or has a error, or material defects, the buyer has the right to object to 
a product to which the seller is obliged to respond within 15 days. 

 If the Buyer has not received the ordered and paid product within the time 
limit specified for the delivery of the Product, Buyer has the right, using objection 
form or through the contact on the website, to inform that the product was not 
delivered. The Seller will act on such report and determine the reasons for not 
delivering the Product as soon as possible and notify the Buyer on further resolve 
of the case. 

 When delivering the product it is recommended that the buyer / consumer 
immediately examines the product and notices the seller about the noticeable or 
visible disadvantages within eight days or without delay. In this case, it is necessary 
to fill in the appropriate form and inform by e-mail or by phone, according to the 
user's instructions on the website, whether the customer wants to repeat delivery 
or refund the money. Repeated delivery or refund is made within 14 days of 
product's return. 

 If a product replacement or refund claim is justified, the seller will act 
accordingly with buyer's request considering that the cost of resending the product 
or the refund will be borne by the seller. 

 The return of the product shall be carried out to the address which the buyer 
is informed on the objection form. 

  Direct reimbursement costs are borne by the buyer, except when the product 
has not been received (receipt refusal) due to apparent defects or if the product is 
shipped other than the one supplied. The buyer is obliged to return the products in 
the condition in which they were delivered. 

 The buyer can not object about the appearance of the product since the 
image that illustrates the product does not have to match all the details of the actual 
appearance of the product. 
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  In the case of a product with a prominent error, the buyer is not entitled to 
claim for material defects. 

 In accordance with the Mandatory Obligations Act, the consumer may submit 
a complaint-objection for a material defect, within two months from the time the 
deficiency was detected. About all rights and time limits for material defects, the 
customer may be informed in the Mandatory Obligations Act as indicated in the next 
chapter. 

11. SPECIALLY ABOUT LIABILITY FOR MATERIAL DEFECTS 

 The seller is liable for material defects of the product which it had at the time 
of the customer's risk transfer, regardless of whether he was aware of it. 

 The risk of accidental loss or damage of the product passes on to the 
customer at the time the product is delivered into the possession of customer or of 
person he or she has referred, but not to the carrier. 

 If a product has a material defect or if  the defect appears within a period of 
6 months from the time of transition to a customer risk, it is stated that defect 
existed at the time of the risk transfer to the customer unless the seller proves 
otherwise. 

 The seller is also liable for material defects that occure after the pass of 
customer's risk if they are the result of the cause that existed before. 

 The Seller will not be liable for material defects if at the time of the conclusion 
of the contract the defect was known to the buyer or could not remain unknown to 
him unless the seller claimed and stated that the product had no defects or it had 
certain properties. 

 The Seller is liable for material defects in accordance with the Mandatory 
Obligations Act when the product does not have the required properties for regular 
use or has no properties or features that are expressly or implicitly contracted or 
prescribed or the product is incorrectly    

assembled and the assembly is included in the fulfillment of the sales contract and 
others deficiencies in accordance with the Mandatory Obligations Act. 
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In accordance with the Mandatory Obligations Act, the buyer is entitled, in 
the event of material deficiencies, to require from the seller remedy for deficiency 
or giving the buyer  

another product without any defects or to request a reduction of price or making a 
statement to terminate the contract. 

 For complete information on material defects, responsibilities and deadlines, 
the buyer can be informed in the Mandatory Obligations Act. 

12. WARRANTY (GUARANTEE) FOR CORRECTLY SOLD PRODUCTS 

 For products that the seller or the manufacturer gives a guarantee for the 
functionality of the product, the seller will provide the buyer with the warranty 
together with the purchased product. 

 Seller's products have a vendor's or manufacturer's warranty. To use the 
warranty, the buyer may contact the seller using the published numbers and 
addresses of communications in these Notices / General Terms. 

 Issued warranty guarantees the functionality of the product over a period of 
time counting from its delivery to the buyer. If the product is incorrect in that 
specified time, the buyer may require from the seller or the manufacturer its repair 
within a reasonable time, if he fails to do so, then by handing over the functional 
product instead. 

 The warranty does not exclude seller's / manufacturer's liability for material 
defects of the product in accordance with the Mandatory Obligations Act. 

 The duration of warranty is within 12 months. 

 When using the warranty, the terms in the warranty accompanying the 
product are valid.  

13. OTHER RULES 

 The distance contract (consumer / sales contract) is a one-time contract that 
is consumed by its fulfillment. 
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For all that is not regulated under these terms of use, the Electronic 
Commerce Act, the Consumer Protection Act, the Mandatory Obligations Act and 
other legal regulations that partially govern certain issues in this area shall apply. 

  For complete information about consumer rights, the customer / consumer 
can become acquinted through provisions of the Consumer Protection Act. 

 The seller and the buyer will always try to settle all possible disputes by 
agreement, and if they have not succeeded in doing so, the court in Čakovec is 
competent. Disputes may be  

resolved out of court in case of a proposal for conciliation at an authorized 
mediation center in accordance with the Settlement Act and the Ordinance of the 
Selected Mediation Center or the Court of Honor of the Croatian Chamber of 
Commerce (HGK) in case of a customer application to the Court of Honor, enabled 
by Consumer Protection Act. 

 These General Terms and Conditions will be declared on the date of their 
adoption at the Company's Management Board and shall apply from the date of its 
publication on the seller's website (Internet Commerce). 

 

SmartWay d.o.o. 
Petra Mesarić 

 


